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Examine these relationships when variations in findings are difficult to explain

There are a number of factors which alert investigators must constantly scrutinize and evaluate if biological experimentation is to result in maximum productivity.

One of the most important of these is the relationship of one factor to another. For should the reaction of these relationships be overlooked, variations in experimental results would be hard to trace.

What are these relationships? Some of the more basic ones are the relationship of nutritional requirements to: body surface area; energy-amino acid content of the diet; food intake. And within the nutrients themselves, many other relationships exist. Relationships such as those indicated by an optimum balance between essential amino acids; the effect of change in the calcium-phosphorus ratio; and the sparing effect of niacin on the tryptophane requirement.

Some relationships are more complex than others. For example, one of the most critical relationships which the investigator should consider is the relationship of physiologic status and nutritional deficiencies.

This relationship is indicated when nutritional abnormality results in a diseased state. Often this presents a perplexing problem because systemic disease unrelated to nutrition may precipitate a nutritional deficiency even though normally adequate intake of nutrients is maintained. The use of diets improperly balanced and controlled (from a quality or manufacturing viewpoint) could cause even further variations in findings.

Rockland Laboratory Diets have been carefully balanced to meet the specific laboratory animal’s nutritional requirements and their formulation remains constant. This permits the investigator to relate one experiment to another without introducing dietary variables outside of his control. Thus, the investigator can depend on Rockland to provide good nutrition for his animal charges with a minimum of experimental variations due to diet.

For further information on Rockland standard reference stock diets, see your Rockland Dealer or write: A. E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois—manufacturers and distributors of:

ROCKLAND RAT DIET (complete) • ROCKLAND MOUSE DIET • ROCKLAND DOG DIET • ROCKLAND MOUSE WORMER-DIET • ROCKLAND RABBIT DIET • ROCKLAND RAT DIET (D-Free) • ROCKLAND GUINEA PIG DIET • ROCKLAND MONKEY DIET
REAGENTS and MEDIA
for
TISSUE CULTURE
and
VIRUS
PROPAGATION

These reagents are prepared and standardized to preserve unaltered the properties of the original material and include those commonly employed for the slide, roller tube and flask culture techniques for propagation and study of tissue cells and viruses in vitro.

REAGENTS OF ANIMAL ORIGIN—Desiccated and Liquid
  Plasma, Sera and Serous Fluids
  Embryos and Embryo Extracts
  Ultrafiltrates

REAGENTS, CHEMICALLY DEFINED—
  Dilute and Concentrate
  Synthetic Media—Eagle-HeLa, Eagle L, Scherer, 199, 703 and all formulas
  Balanced Salt Solutions—Earle, Gey, Hanks, Osgood, Simms, Tyrode and all formulas

ENZYMES  INDICATORS  AMINO ACIDS
HYDROLYSATES MEDIA ENRICHMENTS
BIOCHEMICALS  CARBOHYDRATES

Descriptive Literature sent upon request
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